	
  

Ariel Rivka Dance, Carolyn Dorfman Dance, Sean Curran, Carrie
Ellmore Tallitsch, and Paul Dennis to Showcase Works, 5/28 – 30
April 28, 2015
Dance News Desk
From Thursday to Saturday, May 28-30, 2015,
several diverse artists find common ground in a
performance series of cutting edge contemporary
dance. Ariel Rivka Dance, Carolyn Dorfman
Dance, Sean Curran, Carrie Ellmore Tallitsch, and
Paul Dennis unite for the first time showcasing
their respective, distinct styles through
performances woven together by the themes of
mysticism, time, and technology. (Program details
are below.)

"We couldn't be more excited to share the stage
with this remarkable group of dancers and
choreographers," said Ariel Grossman, artistic
director of Ariel Rivka Dance. "Partnering with
Carolyn Dorfman Dance and Sean Curran is a
beautiful communion. Experiencing such
extraordinary work from the world of dance on one
stage is utterly thrilling."
Marking its eighth New York City season, Ariel
Rivka Dance (ARD) premieres Ori, a husband and
wife collaboration of Ariel Grossman's hypnotic
choreography and David Homan's original music.
Meaning "my light" in Hebrew, Ori manipulates
fast-paced lighting shifts and their consequent
shadows to create a raw, energetic performance
by seven contemporary ballet dancers and four
electrifying cellists.

The program continues with two pieces by one of
today's most invigorating choreographers, Sean
Curran. According to The New York Times, he is a
"breathtaking tour de force." An artist with a
background in Irish step dance, postmodern
experiment and Broadway hoofing, Curran is
known for having the "sharp intelligence of a
conceptualist and the raw physicality of an
athlete." (The Boston Globe) Audiences will see
two of his latest works: the world premiere of Trio
set on three of ARD's dancers and to the music of
David Homan; and the U.S. premiere of Desert
Dance, a reinvented work for ARD's entire
company informed by the idea of dancers slipping
between the natural environment and a mystical
atmosphere.
Completing its 2014-2015 Season, which featured
an international tour to Sarajevo and several
national performances, Carolyn Dorfman Dance
brings its bold athleticism back to New York City.
The company will premiere Dorfman's newest
work WAVES, a sensation-based exploration of
sonic and movement possibilities
that groups together real-time collaboration
between live music and dance. NJArts.net
described the work as, "a community that leaves
no one behind."
Additionally the company will perform Interior
Designs (ID), a visually stunning tour de force that
incorporates a commissioned score, original video
projections and video mapping an integrated
lighting and costume designs.
According to The Star Ledger, "Interiors Designs
draw[s] everyone into its complex, digital world."
The entire theater becomes the stage as Dorfman
and her collaborators create an immersive
environment that reveals the internal and external
worlds of both performer and spectator.

